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Chapter 1 : 25 Sunshades and Patio Ideas Turning Backyard Designs into Summer Resorts
The bland patio and furnishings are not worthy of the thriving lemon tree that shades them. After: Lemon Tree Needs a
New Yard The lemon tree is now at home next to the new pergola, pizza oven and patio.

There are many materials which usually used for outdoor deck but here are the common four materials.
Redwood â€” there are numerous type of timbers such as Redwood and also Cedar are quite durable for
backyard. Despite the expensive price, Redwood is suitable for outdoor backyard due to the good finish and
durability. Pressure-Treated Limber â€” if you are still into wood finish look, the pressure-treated limber
should be in the list. It is the most preferred material for classic wood appearance. Despite the beautiful classic
look, pressure-treated limber requires intensive maintenance and prone to bending after extensive use.
Compound â€” composite product or plastic requires little maintenance once in a while. However, your choice
of compound material may be limited in terms of color options but there are still other alternatives materials.
Lightweight aluminium â€” this material is considered the sturdiest for backyard deck among the others.
Despite the performance, lightweight aluminium is the most expensive among other types of materials. Those
are some recommendation for the backyard materials. If you have one in mind, you may need to conduct
extensive research to decide which one works best to the backyard before actually choosing one. Focus On
Functional Areas When you start designing the backyard, including separating the areas for the deck, you will
need to carefully think on how you will use the area. This is especially important when you are going to divide
the use of deck in two or three different purpose. If you are going to separate the backyard into multiple
purpose, you can use some furnishing to help you visually divide the space into the desired purposes. You can
think of having a small barbecue table in the backyard or may be creating a small open kitchen for food
preparation station close to the grill for those barbecue nights. You may also need to consider more than one
seating for you to loosen up those muscles or you can also simply use one huge table as a statement as well as
the center place when you wish to have outside meal. Consider Circulation Of Activity After you are finished
with the outdoor deck ideas and design, the next thing to consider is the amount of the activity carried out in
the area. For most people, outdoor deck is the place where they can gather and bond with friends and families.
Whatever design that you choose, such as climbing up levels from lower ground, personal carrying trays from
the grill side, or children running around, it is crucial to develop the space with flow motion as consideration.
If you divide the backyard into some smaller place, you will need to make sure that there is a clear difference
of function between one areas and the other in the backyard. If you are not sure whether there is actually
enough left area, you can step back and see the backyard from distance. Through this way, you will
automatically see when there is more space. However, when you are not sure, always remember that leaving
one open space is always a better choice. Include Several Degrees If you are in doubt for not having enough
room to wander around, think about having a couple of deck levels for the outdoor deck ideas. Creating
integrated deck levels allows you to add more space for various purposes and also gives you more control of
the final look of the outdoor deck. When creating several decks with level, you may want to consider the
function of each space based on its own degree. In addition, you will also need to connect all level of decks
with similar deck design. Also important to note, that all level of decks should be connected with easily-access
and safe stairs. So, it will be easier to move from one level to another without the need to walk around.
Strategy Outdoor Deck Ideas Around Entertaining Most of the time, the deck will shine as the most cozy,
enjoyable, and entertaining space of the house. Whether you want to provide simple laid-back supper for the
family or hold a huge treat for close friend and colleagues, you will need to make sure that the outdoor deck
can accommodate and organize the event as the basic function. For better look, you can add the suitable
lightings and maybe couple of audio speakers. This will add more entertainment atmosphere to the outdoor
deck. If you function the deck for party venue, you will need to add open kitchen space and perhaps wet bar
for a wonderful outdoor deck ideas. This surely makes it easier for you to prepare the food while the party
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happens outdoor. Outdoor Deck Ideas After bunch of things to consider, by now you surely have the general
idea for the outdoor deck. You will carefully think of the deck functionality as well as the feature to add more
value of the outdoor deck. No worry if you are still not sure of the general vision of the outdoor deck, here are
some wonderful ideas for reference. Sofa And Ottoman Arrangement If the main function of the outdoor deck
is to gather with families and friends, you can choose the sofa and ottoman arrangement. You can choose the
sofa and ottoman with matching color to the deck and the arrangement should be in circle. So, the arrangement
of the sofa will support the discussion and add more togetherness. Stunning Wood Deck Wood deck is always
in trend. The classic look of furnished wood adds elegant value to the house. This type of wood deck also
automatically makes statement without the need to add intricate detail. You can choose the type of sturdy
wood timber such as Redwood, teak, or cedar for a long lasting deck. Despite the beautiful classic look, wood
deck in actual life requires extensive maintenance depends on the type of the wood being used. If you choose
this type of deck, make sure to consider the maintenance requirements as well. Statement Gas Fireplace
Another classic deck look is statement fireplace. Instead of using the old style fireplace, you can use gas
fireplace with cozy sofa around it. The gas fireplace comes in various sizes and shapes but choose one that suit
more with the general shape and size of the backyard. It should not be too big as it will reduce the motion
space but too small fireplace will have less function as it is supposed to be. Thus, choosing the right size with
the right choice of sofa is crucial for the statement gas fireplace outdoor deck ideas. Ultra-Modern Oval Deck
Oval deck is lit. It gives ultra-modern look for the house with futuristic touch. The main important point of the
oval deck is that material choice. For futuristic and sleek looking deck, you can choose lightweight aluminum,
but if you want elegant and sophisticated look, the timber wood material is always great. Innovative and brand
new design for backyard gives nothing than wonderful outdoor deck. Sleek Outdoor Cooking Area If you
frequently have barbecue or outdoor meal, it is always a great idea to turn the backyard into outdoor cooking
area. You can have a small outdoor kitchen with versatile grill and a center table for the design. The open
kitchen design also serves as food preparation station, so, you will not have to go back and forth from the
kitchen to the backyard. You can prepare the barbecue or even a party in the open kitchen style deck. Plus, you
can choose aluminum material for the sleek and clean look. Multi-Level Deck Space Multi-level deck space
gives the wide space illusion. This design is also a great option if you want to provide clear separation of
functions for example lounge space in the upper level and fireplace space in the lower level and small pool in
the ground level. A compact size of deck can look wider with this design idea. Two-Tier Wooden Deck Still in
the levelling design, the two-tier wooden deck gives great architectural look. The functions of each of the deck
level are clear. You can use the first level for lounge space while another level simply for open space.
Centered Table And Seating If you want something simple but wonderful, the centered table and seating
design can be a great idea. You can choose a statement table which size and shape depends on the backyard
and some chairs to surround the table. You can use the table for simple supper, gathering, and many more.
Integrated Bench Seats Many people may think that smaller backyard is much more difficult to design. But,
the integrated bench seats with built-in seats can be a great option. This design allows you to have smaller
seats as well as helps save much space for other furniture. Tiny Seats Area For smaller space which is quite
impossible to add many features, you can turn the space into tiny seats area. You can place couple of seats
with small table on the backyard. This may not be as versatile as bigger deck, but you can always have an
afternoon tea in that seat. Outdoor Fireplace Outdoor fireplace gathers family and friend in those cold nights.
You can create a warmer backyard by adding the fireplace as the center next to the various type of seating.
Comfortable Yard Seating If you want something out of the box for outdoor design, you can always come up
with decoration and edgy furnishings. Depends on the theme, you can add decoration to improve the backyard
value. Flowing Furnishings Format Besides the design, another most important feature of outdoor backyard is
the furniture. A good choice of furniture will make statement along with the best view of the backyard. You
can choose flowing furniture style, classic style, comfortable style, and many more. Modern Open Design
Modern look is a good choice for sleek and tidy look. The open space concept also gives wide illusion of the
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deck. You can complete the design with a good choice of furniture which suits the modern concept. Wooden
Outing Bench Wooden outdoor deck concept is not over yet. Some people use the wooden concept to create a
countryside touch. The wooden outing bench with small open kitchen gives the picnic vibes. The wooden
bench style is perfect for late Sunday brunch. Outdoor Swimming Pool Deck Outdoor deck and swimming
pool is a perfect pair. The calming water in the swimming pool and cozy seating in the edge gives
sophisticated look. The seating in the side of the swimming pool allows you to lie down and have a sip of soda
after swimming session or you can even held a swimming pool party in the area. There are plenty of outdoor
deck ideas to choose. Most importantly, make sure to match the design with the backyard size, shape, and its
general condition. The best design that works best for your backyard will not only gives you an ultimate
entertainment space but also functions properly.
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Chapter 2 : About Your Privacy on this Site
The second story deck overlooks the patio in the backyard, which offers a grand scene. Sunny Deck The sun deck, clad
in sustainable composite material, provides space to enjoy nature, sunbathe, or entertain friends and family.

Follow Sunshades add sun protection to backyard designs, making them wonderful summer retreats. There are
so many patio ideas for creating a shady area in your backyard that picking the right sunshade design for your
home can be difficult, but even adding a large umbrellas and a tent to outdoor living spaces make backyard
designs more inviting and functional. Sunshades are made from a variety of different, traditional and
contemporary materials and come in a number of construction styles and sizes. Wooden lattice sunshades,
more traditional roof-like wooden structures and porches, sunshades made of vinyl and metal shades or fabrics
offer great protection from the sun rays and heat. Attractive traditional wooden sunshades lack the longevity of
the contemporary alternatives. Wooden sunshades are designed as roofs, supported by vertical structural
elements. There are awnings, retractable awnings and models that attach directly to the wall of the home.
Vinyl sunshades and metal designs are similar and are available in many different sizes and colors. Modern
sunshades adding protection and comfort to backyard designs Long-term solution for sunshade, beautiful
wooden structure and stone patio ideas Long-term sunshade designs created with vinyl or metal require less
regular maintenance and attention than traditional wooden structures. Temporarily and less expensive
solutions are collapsible tents and large table mounted umbrellas, offering good alternatives that save your
money. All sunshades bring more comfort into backyard designs, beautiful backyard landscaping ideas and
creating welcoming stone patios or wooden decks. Sunshades allow to spend more time outside, improving
backyard designs and protecting people from sun or rain. Wooden sunshade structure in contemporary style,
modern backyard patio ideas Retractable awnings, modern balcony decorating and patio ideas Retractable
awnings are long lasting fittings for your house. They add an attractive look to your house exterior and
backyard designs and provide great protection from summer heat and harmful UV rays, Folding awnings are
nice sunshades and beautiful patio ideas. COntemporary daybed Faz with a sunshade, LED lights and speakers
Install hard-wearing outdoor furniture capable of withstanding all weather, especially the rain and wind, and
adding a large umbrella for sunshade create inviting outdoor living spaces and add charming accents to
backyard designs. Pergolas and gazebos look especially attractive in gardens. Simple handmade sunshade for
gardens Sunshade sails adding gorgeous look, protection and comfort to modern patio ideas and backyard
designs Sunshade sails are contemporary tensioned fabric structures that look stylish and cool. The sunshade
fabrics can be twisted or angled to create unique and modern forms. The sunshade sails are beautiful and
functional. The contemporary sunshade sail is a stunning architectural and decorative accent that beautify
backyard landscaping ideas and create comfortable place to rest in summer. Unusual wooden gazebo design
adding contemporary style to backyard landscaping Available in a variety of sizes and colors, these
high-density, UV-resistant polyethylene knit fabrics bring elegance and comfort into backyard designs, and
beautify house exterior design and backyard landscaping ideas with contemporary designs and great colors.
Shade sails create a sense of openness and protect outdoor living spaces, turning backyard designs into
luxurious resorts that offer ultimate comfort in elegant style. Permanent sunshade structures and stone patio
ideas for luxurious backyard designs Long-term solution for sunshade, beautiful wooden structure and stone
patio ideas by Ena Russ.
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Chapter 3 : The Deck and Patio Company â€“ The Deck and Patio Company Long Island Landscape Desig
Tackling the yard: from design to maintenance, decks to patio furnishings -- Home for the holidays. Create festive tables,
deck the halls, and get ready to party -- Home economics. Make your household dollars go farther without feeling the
pinch."@en.

The pedal-controlled transmission features a choke less start and requires less power to drive, translating to
more cutting power. A fender-mounted cutting height adjustment deck lever and electric blade engagement
system means that everything is at your fingertips. This lb riding mower is powerful and built to withstand
years of heavy use, making it a great investment. It leaves your lawn looking crisp and neat while being as
easy to operate as an automobile. This will ensure that your rider is both efficient and not prone to slipping or
tipping over. This brand is a leader in tractors, riders, and other outdoor equipment and this model is capable
of tackling any demanding lawn easily. What are the Best Lawn Tractor Brands? One smart way to ensure this
is to stick to one of the best brands making riding mowers today. By purchasing a mower designed by one of
these reputable brands, you can expect dependability, high performance, power, and quality results. Some of
the best brands out there today are Poulan, Cub Cadet, and Husqvarna. All three of these leading
manufacturers have built a solid reputation for themselves thanks to their knack for offering high-quality,
powerful outdoor power tools. All three brands offer well-designed, sleek mowers that are built from sturdy
materials and are capable of delivering years of quality performance. Under the hood, all of these
manufacturers offer impressive specs with powerful engines and smooth, automatic transmissions. This power
allows you to easily tackle any yard in no time, delivering impressively precise results. Most offer the ability
to use a variety of accessories that will allow your machine to do much more than simply mowing the lawn. A
quality riding lawn mower engine needs to hit a few checkboxes. The engine has to have the power you need
to achieve the perfect cut, even on large lawns. It needs to be reliable, offering consistently quick starts with
no hassle. And it needs to be made from durable components that will allow it to last for years. These engines
were designed to deliver high-quality performance with a minimum of hassle. And with a range of options
available, such as single-cylinder and v-twin engines, these powerhouses can give basic riders, zero-turn
mowers , and full-scale tractors with large cutting decks, the optimum power they need to get the job done
right every time. How to Start a Riding Lawn Mower? Thanks to electronic systems, powerful engines, and
smooth automatic transmissions, most of the models on the market today can be started in a matter of seconds.
To start your mower, you simply need to adjust the cutting height of your cutting deck to your desired setting.
Most models now included fender-mounter levers that allow you to adjust this setting easily. And thanks to
several models now offering cruise control, manufacturers have even made that task easier than ever before.
Riders are one of the best ways to tackle large yards easily, delivering professional results while requiring just
a fraction of the effort that comparable walk-behind mowers would demand. But before you go out and
purchase one, there are several factors that need to be considered. The more HP the engine provides, the more
power that can be distributed between tasks such as moving the vehicle across the lawn or up hills, while also
providing the cutting power needed to make quick work of heavy grass conditions. Due to the power needed to
perform both of these tasks simultaneously, mowers with a power output around 20 HP or greater is usually
perfect for demanding or large properties. What needs to be considered is the size of your yard. But if you
have a large property with a relatively open layout, a larger model will allow you to tackle the job easily and
in less time. This generally correlates with the size of the model. The last thing you want is to have to stop in
the middle of mowing to refuel. Because of this, while mowers with a small fuel capacity are perfectly fine for
medium-sized yards, mowers with a large fuel tank are better suited for large properties. Fuel Capacity Gal
Transmission The transmission of a mower is what transfers power from the engine to the wheels, allowing
the machine to drive forward or in reverse. The three options available are manual, automatic, and hydrostatic
transmissions. Manual transmissions have a range of set speeds that you can select. Older models might
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require you to shift between speeds by using a clutch or even stopping. So if you are choosing a manual
model, make sure that it allows you to easily shift without using a clutch while your grass tractor is moving.
Similar to the transmission in a car, an automatic transmission allows you to control the speed of your tool
with a gas pedal. This is great if you want easier control over your ride or need to frequently slow down to
drive around obstacles. A hydrostatic transmission is similar to an automatic one. The difference is that these
systems use fluid instead of belts to transfer power from mowers engines to their wheels. This fluid-based
system delivers the smoothest ride on the market and normally requires the least amount of maintenance. And
with zero-turn technology, this model can navigate any tight turn, making it a great option to tackle yards with
trees or other obstacles. The Z was designed to last but is also incredibly easy and comfortable to operate. You
can easily reach everything on the ergonomic control panel right from your seat, allowing a once tedious task
like mowing turf to be remarkably easy and enjoyable. The Z delivers great power, smooth performance, and
impressive results. Designed to be durable, this model features cast iron axles and a heavy-duty chassis. And if
you intend to mow on sloping terrain or wet grass, the rear differential has got you covered, preventing you
from slipping and providing better traction than its competitors. You may also be interested in a powerful leaf
blower to keep control of debris. With a comfortable seat, electric cutting blade engagement, and
fender-mounted deck lever, everything is within reach. With a 6-speed transmission and a cc auto-choke OHV
engine, this model can reach a top forward speed of 4. Click here for the Lawn Mower emissions study. And a
5-position cutting height lever allows you to choose the perfect cutting height for your type of grass. With a
high adjustable seat and ergonomic steering wheel, this rider is incredibly comfortable to operate. And thanks
to its simple design, this is one of the most user-friendly models on the market.
Chapter 4 : 10 Best Riding Lawn Mowers For The Money ( Review )ï»¿
OK, it's not technically a patio, but decks are another way to add fun and curb appeal to your front yard. Install decking
boards perpendicular to your house and slightly sloped so that water runs away from siding and foundation walls.

Chapter 5 : Best 25+ Patio deck designs ideas on Pinterest | Decks, Deck design and Deck top ideas
Backyard Patio Design Idea - CLICK THE PICTURE for Various Patio Ideas, Patio Furniture and other Perfect Patio
Inspiration. DIY Fireplace Ideas - Outdoor Firepit On A Budget - Do It Yourself Firepit Projects and Fireplaces for Your
Yard, Patio, Porch and Home.

Chapter 6 : Patio Landscape Ideas - Landscaping Network
Plan views account for the arrangement of space, clearances between furnishings, traffic patterns, and the relationship
of a deck or patio to the surrounding yard and environment. Sketches showing views from the side or front are called
elevations.

Chapter 7 : Backyard Ideas | Landscape Design Ideas - Landscaping Network
A container garden is a wonderful thing for ambiance, but it can wreak havoc on your deck or patio's surface.
Overwatering leads to puddling, which leads to mold and stains caused by mineral buildup as the water evaporates.

Chapter 8 : Best 25+ Patio ideas ideas on Pinterest | Outdoor patios, Back yard deck ideas and Fire pit layo
Welcome to our massive patio design ideas photo gallery. This is our Patio design gallery where you can browse
hundreds of photos or filter down your search with the options on the right.
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Chapter 9 : Outdoor Deck Ideas: Inspiration for a Beautiful Backyard
Convert underutilized areas in your landscape into welcoming patios by employing handsome furnishings, vibrant
fabrics, and beautifully planted containers. Though this area was designed as a designated patio space, patios can be
located anywhere you can create a floor from brick, flagstones, wood chips, or gravel.
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